
                                 Pronoun and Antecedent Practice   _______________

Pronouns are words that replace nouns.  Antecedents are the nouns 
being referred to by the pronoun.  

Directions:  Draw a box around each pronoun and draw an arrow to
its antecedent.

Allie ate all of her pancakes.

A lion can be loud when it roars.

Jonas played with his toys.

Elizabeth and Isabel gave their mom a present for Mother's Day.

The cat ran all around its scratching post.

Superman wore his blue outfit and red cape.

Mrs. Corbett sang her new song to the class.

The children hung all their coats in the closet.

We brushed our teeth before going to bed.

Josh couldn't believe his luck!

The rainbow was filled with its bright and vivid colors.

When identifying pronouns and antecedents in sentences, I feel:
____ confident           ____ unsure              ____ I need help.



                      Pronoun and Antecedent Practice Answer Key

Pronouns are words that replace nouns.  Antecedents are the nouns 
being referred to by the pronoun.  

Directions:  Draw a box around each pronoun and draw an arrow to
its antecedent.

Allie ate all of her pancakes. 
 (box around “her,” arrow drawn to “pancakes”)
A lion can be loud when it roars. 
(box around “it”, arrow drawn to “lion”)
Jonas played with his toys. 
 (box around “his”, arrow drawn to “Jonas”)
Elizabeth and Isabel gave their mom a present for Mother's Day.
 (box around “their,” arrow drawn to “Isabel and Elizabeth”)
The cat ran all around its scratching post.
 (box around “its,” arrow drawn to “cat”)
Superman wore his blue outfit and red cape.
 (box around “his,” arrow drawn to “Superman”)
Mrs. Corbett sang her new song to the class.
  (box around “her,” arrow drawn to “Mrs. Corbett)
The children hung all their coats in the closet.
(box around “their,” arrow drawn to “children”)
We brushed our teeth before going to bed.
(box around “our,” arrow drawn to “we”)
Josh couldn't believe his luck!
(box around “his.” arrow drawn to “Josh”)
The rainbow was filled with its bright and vivid colors.

When identifying pronouns and antecedents in sentences, I feel:
____ confident           ____ unsure              ____ I need help.


